The National Meeting attended by 30 members of KULIMA representing the 30 years of
existence of this institution, took place in Maputo, between 27–28 November 2014. Amazingly,
most of the participants were young… being permanently, KULIMA’s habit to regenerate the
ranks of its machine, however some remaining founding pillars that ensure the foundations of
Its Constitution.
The moral status of all members is still higher, on the contrary, always growing with the
introduction of improved techniques and innovations to the Mission of KULIMA remains
opened to technological changes and the development of under privileged Communities,
being always the main objective of our institution.
We have chosen, as direct beneficiaries, a social group that will never go away, tucked in the
middle of wild groups of Lying politicians and the rich who continue to enrich themselves,
while impoverishing others.
It is in this context that, integrating the experiences of the older with the knowledge of the
youngest ones, KULIMA grows and grows with ever more innovative activities to awaken
among the poorest the willingness to grow and enhance all their own potentialities, thus with
them this development must take place.
We are now about to close the thirtieth year of KULIMA with a more transparent balance of its
Institutional State. All guiding and verification tools were updated: the annual assessment of
each member, the introduction of a new international recognized Accounting program, the
development of Provincial and National Profiles, the preparation of the 2015 plans and the
Provincial and National Strategic Plans, along with a review of the institution's functional
charts.
In short, we have and we can demonstrate that KULIMA’s machine had a full CHEK UP, as a
hospital TAC, and the weaknesses were identified. Immediately, all means will be used for its
reduction and be a richer Institution and more capable to meet the current challenges!
I'll quote a fact that shocked the world and me too!
A 21-year–old young man, in a house disaster, tried to rescue his friend. He was very sensitive
and full of love for others and tried to rescue his friend from the flame. The friend was saved
but he died. He had written years ago that was always available to deliver his organs,
whenever would be useful to someone. So with his death, his heart was transplanted into
another patient waiting for compatibility of this body.
The transplant was successful and the man lived and still lives, thanks to the donor of the heart.
The Young, yes died, but gave life to two people.
So the family went to visit the reconstituted man and full of life and could hear the heart of
man, in fact, the heart of his own son who continued to beat and give life to another man. !!!!
And how many facts like this… is it a sin that the Mass Media speak only of wars, violence,
theft, redemptions and so much other crap of this world and rarely speak, whilst goodness
exists and balances with evil!
I would like to conclude with some findings that require us to roll up our sleeves and continue
to be Fighters for a better World!
The Fight against AIDS decreased ... Rural development has become political, without any
ways for growth, wealth remains privilege for little, between politicians and standards of
multinational companies ... investors seek riches, without careful integrated growth for the
existing communities in the region ... All these situations are in danger to collapse from our
hands, we are facing a constant increase in foreign debt ... giving a huge weight to the future
generation.
We confirm our commitments services to the Poor and with strength we move forward to start a
new year of life for our institution.
Complement of the Season! MERRY CHRISTIMAS and HAPPY the end of 2014 for our
Families and all our communities that we shared live together during this year!

